Open Call for a Designated Lecurer at Nagoya University’s Institute
for Advanced Research
Nagoya University’s Institute for Advanced Research (IAR) was established in 2002 in
accordance with the University’s Academic Charter ahead of similar entities administered by
other universities. The IAR has been designed to proceed with internationally recognized
research activities of the highest caliber, to generate distinguished research achievements, and
to contribute to society through such commitments. The IAR’s main missions are as follows:
(1)To introduce and share excellent research with members of the University from the perspective
of an academy within the University, thereby promoting academic research;
(2)To promote joint and interdisciplinary research with world-leading researchers;
(3)To foster young, independent researchers who can serve as trailblazers in their respective
academic fields from an interdisciplinary viewpoint; and
(4)To promote further academic interaction with general research universities around the world
through activities as a member of the University-based Institutes for Advanced Study (UBIAS)
and contribute to globalization of the University’s research.
To fulfill the missions above, the IAR would like to make the following open call for a
Designated Lecurer who will be in charge of practical measures in the field of science and
engineering. Please note that if applicants are judged as being on the same level in terms of
their credentials (including research and educational achievements, social contribution and
character), the University will give preference to women.

１ Position and the number of job openings:
One Designated Lecurer (specialty field: science and engineering)
２ Job description: The main responsibilities of the faculty member recruited here is to engage
in the administration of the IAR in cooperation with other full-time faculty
members, while assisting the IAR Director and Vice Director. The IAR’s
operations account for approximately 70% of the total effort rate. If some IAR
operations overlap with other operations, however, the faculty member is
obliged to prioritize the operations for the IAR.
３ Application qualifications: Applicants must meet all of the following criteria:
(1)Have earned a doctoral degree or established equivalent research credentials;
(2)Be equipped with the expertise and abilities (especially English proficiency) to
fulfill such university operations as research support, information dissemination,
and international interaction;
(3)Have established excellent credentials in their own research field and also be
highly motivated to build and fulfill plans in accordance with the missions of the
IAR;
(4)Have no trouble performing their responsibilities and ensuring communication in
Japanese regardless of their nationality; and
(5)Be able to engage in information-related operations.
４ Tenure: From the date of employment to September 30, 2025

(Date of employment: Scheduled for October 1, 2022)
５ Working conditions: payment: annual salary system (determined according to the
regulations of Nagoya University)
６ Documents to be submitted: (1) Resume (Provide e-mail address.)
(2) List of research credentials
(3) Offprints of approximately three main papers (Copies are acceptable.)
(4) Brief explanation of research and work experience accumulated so far
(5) Aspirations for "Future Activities at the IAR" (about 2,000 characters)
(6) Recommendation letter by a faculty member enrolled at Nagoya University
(one letter, about 2,000 characters)
(7)Form-1 Declaration of applicable specific categories（※1）
※Please obtain Form-1 from the NU IAR Website.
http://www.iar.nagoya-u.ac.jp/eng/public/1582/

７ Selection: After a document screening, an interview will be conducted.
８ Application deadline: The necessary documents must arrive no later than 15:00 (JST) on
Thursday, June 30, 2022
９ Where to submit:
Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya-shi 464-8601
To the Director of Nagoya University’s Institute for Advanced Research, Personnel
Affairs Section, Research Organization Support Division, Research Cooperation
Department
* Please write "Application Documents for an IAR Designated Lecurer " in red on the
envelope and send it by registered mail. The application documents will not be returned.
10. Inquiries: Personnel Affairs Section, Research Organization Support Division, Research
Cooperation Department Email address: nu-iar@adm.nagoya-u.ac.jp
※1
In November 2021, with the clarification of the scope of control of "deemed exports" under the
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act ("FEFTA"), a portion of the provision of confidential
information must comply with FEFTA. Technology provided by universities and research institutions
to faculty and staff is FEFTA is subject to control. As a result of this change, faculty applications will
also be subject to FEFTA controls. When applying for this solicitation, you will be required to submit
an Applicable Specific Category Determination Form in accordance with the Applicable Specific
Category Determination Flowchart. In addition, faculty members are required to submit a
"Confirmation Form" at the time of employment.
Reference
http://www.aip.nagoya-u.ac.jp/researcher/security/mat2_English_setumeibun.pdf
*Please contact us if you are unsure whether any of the above categories apply.
Academic Research & Industry‐Academia‐Government collaboration Export Control Division
E-mail：anzen@aip.nagoya-u.ac.jp TEL：052-747-6702

